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We use polarization-entangled photon pairs to demonstrate quantum nonlocality in an experiment
suitable for advanced undergraduates. The photons are produced by spontaneous parametric
downconversion using a violet diode laser and two nonlinear crystals. The polarization state of the
photons is tunable. Using an entangled state analogous to that described in the Einstein–Podolsky–
Rosen paradox, we demonstrate strong polarization correlations of the entangled photons. Bell’s
idea of a hidden variable theory is presented by way of an example and compared to the quantum
prediction. A test of the Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt version of the Bell inequality findsS
52.30760.035, in clear contradiction of hidden variable theories. The experiments described can
be performed in an afternoon. ©2002 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Entanglement of particles, an idea introduced in
physics by the famous Einstein–Podolsky–Ros
GEDANKENEXPERIMENT,1 is one of the most strikingly
nonclassical features of quantum theory. In quantum m
chanics, particles are called entangled if their state canno
factored into single-particle states. The particles are, at l
in their quantum description, inseparable. This inseparab
is reflected in the behavior of the particles. For example
pair of entangled photons can show strong polarization c
relations even when each one by itself appears unpolari
The standard Copenhagen interpretation of quantum m
surement suggests that these correlations arise fromnonlo-
cality of the measuring process: a measurement on one
ticle instantly collapses the state of both particles, even
they are not near each other. Alternative theories, which c
tain no such nonlocal ‘‘action at a distance’’ effects, we
considered by Bell.2,3 His Bell inequality showed that a ver
broad class of local theories disagreed with quantum
chanics about the degree of polarization correlation. Exp
mental tests have repeatedly found agreement with quan
mechanics and disagreed with this class of more intuit
local theories.

Recent advances in optical technologies have reduced
cost of producing and detecting entangled particles, mak
this fascinating subject accessible to a wider audience. H
we describe experiments to demonstrate polarization
tanglement and test a Bell inequality. To our knowled
these are the first experiments of this sort designed for
dergraduates. The new technologies which make the exp
ments practical at reasonable cost, the InGaN diode laser
the two-crystal geometry, were both introduced in 1999.4,5 In
parallel with the experiments, we present a brief exposit
of the concept of entanglement, from its introduction by E
stein through the insights of Bell to experimental tests.

II. HISTORY

Einstein remained troubled by the uncertainty princip
long after quantum mechanics had been accepted
his contemporaries. Following a talk by Bohr
1933, Einstein made a comment and introduced
903 Am. J. Phys.70 ~9!, September 2002 http://ojps.aip.or
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GEDANKENEXPERIMENT to question the uncertaint
principle. As recounted by Rosenfeld, the argument wen
follows:

‘‘Suppose two particles are set in motion towards each
other with the same, very large, momentum, and tha
they interact with each other for a very short time
when they pass at known positions. Consider now an
observer who gets hold of one of the particles, far
away from the region of interaction, and measures its
momentum; then, from the conditions of the experi-
ment, he will obviously be able to deduce the momen-
tum of the other particle. If, however, he chooses to
measure the position of the first particle, he will be
able to tell where the other particle is. This is a per-
fectly correct and straightforward deduction from the
principles of quantum mechanics; but is it not very
paradoxical? How can the final state of the second par
ticle be influenced by a measurement performed on the
first, after all physical interaction has ceased between
them?’’6

This last sentence assumes~as Bohr had insisted! that the
act of getting information about a particle disturbs it, chan
ing its state. Einstein realized that this information could
obtained by a measurement on a different particle, with
paradoxical implication that a measurement in one place
fluences a particle in another.

Two years after Bohr’s talk Einstein, Podolsky, and Ros
~EPR! published a mathematical version of the same ide1

The paper does not suggest the paradoxical action at a
tance, indeed it assumes that such a thing is imposs
Rather, the paper was intended ‘‘to expose an essential
perfection of quantum theory. Any attribute of a physic
system that can be accurately determined without disturb
the system, thus went the argument, is an ‘element of ph
cal reality,’ and a description of the system can only be
garded as complete if it embodies all the elements of rea
which can be attached to it. Now, the example of the t
particles shows that the position and the momentum o
given particle can be obtained by appropriate measurem
performed on another particle without disturbing the fir
and are therefore elements of reality in the sense indica
903g/ajp/ © 2002 American Association of Physics Teachers
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Because quantum theory does not allow both to enter into
description of the state of the particle, such a descriptio
incomplete.’’6

EPR concluded their paper with a challenge of so
‘‘While we have thus shown that the wave function does
provide a complete description of the physical reality, we l
open the question of whether or not such a description ex
We believe, however, that such a theory is possible.’’1

The ‘‘EPR paradox,’’ although it did not seriously shak
confidence in quantum mechanics, did bring to light some
its most astounding features. Much work has been done s
then to understand the apparent paradox that EPR ra
including both the clarification of the issues involved a
experimental tests.7–14 Soon after the EPR paper appeared
became clear that the paradox was not limited to posit
momentum states. The paradoxical features remain, bu
math is simpler if we work with discrete variables such
particle spin or photon polarization.

III. A POLARIZATION-ENTANGLED STATE

Consider a quantum mechanical system consisting of
photons called, for historical reasons, the ‘‘signal’’ a
‘‘idler’’ photons. The photons are heading in different dire
tions, and thus can be treated as distinguishable particles
assume the photons have the polarization state

ucEPR&[
1

A2
~ uV&suV& i1uH&suH& i), ~1!

whereuV& and uH& indicate vertical and horizontal polariza
tions, respectively, and the subscripts indicate signal or id
This state cannot be factored into a simple product of sig
and idler states:ucEPR&ÞuA&suB& i for any choice ofuA&s and
uB& i . This nonfactorability means the state of one parti
cannot be specified without making reference to the ot
particle. Such particles are said to be ‘‘entangled’’ anducEPR&
is an entangled state.

If we measure the polarizations of signal and idler photo
in theH,V basis, there are two possible outcomes: both v
tical or both horizontal. Each occurs half of the time. W
could instead measure the polarizations with polarizers
tated by an anglea. We use the rotated polarization basis

uVa&5cosauV&2sin auH&,
~2!uHa&5sin auV&1cosauH&.

Here uVa& describes a state with polarization rotated bya
from the vertical, whileuHa& is a from the horizontal. In this
basis the state is

ucEPR&5
1

A2
~ uVa&suVa& i1uHa&suHa& i). ~3!

Clearly, if we measure in this rotated basis, we obtain
same results: half the time both areuVa& and half of the time
both are uHa&. Knowing this, we can measure the sign
polarization and infer with certainty the idler polarizatio
This is the situation EPR described, but we have used po
izations instead of position and momentum. Note that th
is an uncertainty relationship between polarizations in diff
ent bases. Knowledge of a photon’s polarization in
V0° ,H0° basis implies complete uncertainty of its polariz
tion in theV45° ,H45° basis, for example.
904 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 9, September 2002
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IV. SETUP

Figure 1 shows a schematic of our experimental setup
produce polarization-entangled photons. A 5-mW fre
running InGaN diode laser produces a beam of violet~405
nm! photons which pass through a blue filter, a linear pol
izer, and a birefringent plate before reaching a pair of b
barium borate~BBO! crystals. In the crystals, a small frac
tion of the laser photons spontaneously decay into pairs
photons by the process of spontaneous parametric down
version~SPD!.15–20In a given decay the downconverted ph
tons emerge at the same time and on opposite sides o
laser beam.

SPD can be understood as the time-reversed proces
sum-frequency generation~SFG!. In SFG, two beams of fre-
quency v1 and v2 meet in a nonlinear crystal that lack
inversion symmetry. The crystal acts like a collection of io
in anharmonic potentials. When driven at bothv1 and v2 ,
the ions oscillate with several frequency components incl
ing the sum frequencyv11v2 . Each ion radiates at this
frequency ~among others!. The coherent addition of ligh
from each ion in the crystal leads to constructive interfere
only for certain beam directions and certain polarizatio
The condition for constructive interference is called t
‘‘phase matching’’ requirement: inside the crystal the wa
vectors of the input beams must sum to that of the out
beam.21 In SPD, the violet laser drives the crystal at the su
frequency and downconverted light atv1 and v2 is pro-
duced. SPD was first used to test a Bell inequality
1988.22,23

The detectors, two single-photon counting modu
~SPCMs!, are preceded by linear polarizers and red filters
block any scattered laser light. Even so, it is necessary to
coincidence detection to separate the downconverted pho
from the background of other photons reaching the detect
Because the photons of a downconverted pair are produ
at the same time, they cause coincident, that is, nearly sim
taneous, firings of the SPCMs. Coincidences are detecte
a fast logic circuit and recorded by a personal computer~not
shown in Fig. 1!. The detection components~SPCMs, irises,
lenses and filters! are mounted on rails that pivot about
vertical axis passing through the crystals. This arrangem
allows the detection of SPD photons at different angles w

Fig. 1. Schematic of experimental setup, not to scale. Symbols:~LD! laser
diode,~CL! collimating lens,~BF! blue filter,~BA! beam aperture,~LP! laser
polarizer, ~QP! quartz plate,~MI ! mirror, ~CR! downconversion crystals
~RA! rail, ~PA! polarizer A,~PB! polarizer B,~ID! iris diaphragm,~RF! red
filter, ~FL! focusing lens,~CA! cage assembly,~DA! detector A,~DB! de-
tector B,~ST! beam stop.
904D. Dehlinger and M. W. Mitchell
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minimal realignment. The setup is described in detail in
preceding article.24 The rails were positioned atuA5uB

52.5° and the focusing lenses adjusted for maximum sing
rates. With the irises fully open and polarizers both set
vertical, more than 300 coincidence counts per second w
observed.

V. POLARIZATIONS

Our BBO crystals are cut for type I phase matching, wh
means that the signal and idler photons emerge with the s
polarization, which is orthogonal to that of the pump photo
Each crystal can only support downconversion of one pu
polarization. The other polarization passes through the c
tal unchanged. We use two crystals, one rotated 90° from
other, so that either pump polarization can downconvert
cording to the rules

uV&p→uH&suH& i , ~4a!

uH&p→exp@ iD#uV&suV& i , ~4b!

whereD is a phase due to dispersion and birefringence in
crystals. The geometry is shown schematically in Fig. 2.

To create an entangled state, we first linearly polarize
laser beam at an angleu l from the vertical and then shift th
phase of one polarization component byf l with the birefrin-
gent quartz plate. The laser photons~pump photons! are then
in the state

ucpump&5cosu l uV&p1exp@ if l #sin u l uH&p , ~5!

when they reach the crystals. The downconverted pho
emerge in the state

ucDC&5cosu l uH&suH& i1exp@ if#sin u l uV&suV& i , ~6!

where f[f l1D is the total phase difference of the tw
polarization components.25

By placing polarizers rotated to anglesa and b in the
signal and idler paths, respectively, we measure the pola
tion of the downconverted photons. For a pair produced
the stateucDC&, the probability of coincidence detection is

PVV~a,b!5u^Vaus^Vbu i ucDC&u2. ~7!

The VV subscripts onP indicate the measurement ou
comeVaVb , both photons vertical in the bases of their r
spective polarizers. More generally, for any pair of polariz
angles a, b, there are four possible outcomes,VaVb ,
VaHb , HaVb , and HaHb , indicated byVV, VH, HV,
andHH, respectively. Using the basis of Eq.~2!, we find

Fig. 2. Two-crystal downconversion source, not to scale. The crystals
0.1 mm thick and in contact face-to-face, while the pump beam is appr
mately 1 mm in diameter. Thus the cones of downconverted light from
two crystals overlap almost completely.
905 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 9, September 2002
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PVV~a,b!5usin a sin b cosu l

1exp@ if#cosa cosb sin u l u2, ~8!

or

PVV~a,b!5sin2 a sin2 b cos2 u l

1cos2 a cos2 b sin2 u l

1 1
4 sin 2a sin 2b sin 2u lcosf. ~9!

A special case occurs whenucDC&5ucEPR&, that is, when
u l5p/4 andf50. In this case

PVV~a,b!5 1
2 cos2~b2a!, ~10!

which depends only on therelative angleb2a.
The last term in Eq.~9! is a cross term that accounts fo

the interference between theH,H andV,V parts of the state.
The f in this term is, through its dependence onD, a com-
plicated function of pump photon wavelength, signal phot
wavelength and angle, as well as crystal characteristics.
cause the laser has a finite linewidth and we collect phot
over a finite solid angle and wavelength range, we collec
range off. To account for this, we replace cosf by its
averagê cosf&[cosfm and write

PVV~a,b!5sin2 a sin2 b cos2 u l

1cos2 a cos2 b sin2 u l

1 1
4 sin 2a sin 2b sin 2u l cosfm . ~11!

In our experiment we choose a fixed intervalT of data
acquisition~typically in the range 0.5–15 s! and record the
number of coincidencesN(a,b) during that interval. Assum-
ing a constant flux of photon pairs, the number collected w
be

N~a,b!5A~sin2 a sin2 b cos2 u l

1cos2 a cos2 b sin2 u l

1 1
4 sin 2a sin 2b sin 2u l cosfm!1C, ~12!

whereA is the total number of entangled pairs produced, a
C is an offset to account for imperfections in the polarize
and alignment of the crystals. This offset is necessary
account for the fact that some coincidences are obse
even when the polarizers are set toa50, b590°.

VI. TUNING THE STATE

To create the stateucEPR& or something close to it, we
adjust the parameters that determine the laser polariza
First we adjust u l to equalize the coincidence coun
N(0°,0°) andN(90°,90°). Next we setf l by rotating the
quartz plate about a vertical axis to maximizeN(45°,45°).
When performing these optimizations, we typically collec
few hundred photons per point, which requires an acquisit
window of a few seconds.

A rough idea of the purity of the entangled state can
found by measuringN(0°,0°), N(90°,90°), N(45°,45°),
andN(0°,90°). Using the model of Eq.~12!, we find

C5N~0°,90°!, ~13!

A5N~0°,0°!1N~90°,90°!22C, ~14!

re
i-
e
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tan2 u l5
N~90°,90°!2C

N~0°,0°!2C
, ~15!

cosfm5
1

sin 2u l
S 4

N~45°,45°!2C

A
21D . ~16!

After optimizingu l andf l we find in a typical acquisition
with T510 s thatN(0,0)5293, N(90,90)5307, N(0,90)
522, and N(45,45)5286. These results giveC522, A
5556, u l546°, and fm526°. More extensive data ar
shown in Fig. 3 along with a fit to Eq.~12!. The best fit
parameters,C531, A5539, u l546°, andfm526° are in
good agreement with the rough estimates made with just
points.

Careful inspection of Fig. 3 shows that the theoreti
curve would fit better if it were shifted slightly to the left. I
other words, it appears as if our polarizer angleb is consis-
tently off by a few degrees. This could be due to imperf
positioning of the crystals, polarizers, or detector rails.
realignments of the lenses and rails this shift varied from
~shown! to 8°, but could not be completely eliminated. A
though we did not find it necessary to do so, a shift of t
sort could be compensated by appropriately counter-shif
the settings ofb at which measurements are taken. Th
compensation has no effect on any of the procedures
scribed below.

VII. QUANTUM MEASUREMENT AND ENTANGLED
PARTICLES

In his comment on Bohr’s lecture, Einstein noted th
quantum mechanics allows a measurement of one partic
influence the state of another.6 To illustrate this influence for
polarizations, we consider again the stateucEPR& of Eq. ~3!.

Fig. 3. Experimental polarization correlations.~a! a50° ~open circles! and
a545° ~closed circles!. ~b! a590° ~open circles! and a5135° ~closed
circles!. Error bars indicate plus/minus one standard deviation statis
uncertainty. The curves are a fit to Eq.~12!.
906 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 9, September 2002
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If the signal photon is measured with a polarizer set toa, the
result will beHa or Va , each occurring half the time. In th
usual Copenhagen interpretation the state has collapse
the moment of measurement fromucEPR& to either
uVa&suVa& i or uHa&suHa& i . But the mere choice ofa does
not determine the state of the idler photon; it is the~random!
outcome of the measurement on the signal photon that
cides whether the idler ends up asuVa& i or uHa& i . Despite
the randomness, the choice ofa clearly has an effect on the
state of the idler photon: it gives it a definite polarization
the uVa& i ,uHa& i basis, which it did not have before the me
surement.

The process described above is nonlocal: the state cha
instantly even though the particles could be separated b
large distance. We are accustomed to saying that this so
instantaneous action at a distance is forbidden by relativ
or that it leads to paradoxes about sending messages to
lier times. In this case, though, the randomness of quan
mechanics prevents any paradoxes from arising. The m
surement on the signal photon, whatever its effect on
state of the idler photon, cannot be observed inmeasure-
mentson the idler photon alone. After the signal photon
measured, the idler is equally likely to beVa or Ha . A
measurement of its polarization, at any angleb, finds Vb
with probability

PV~b!5 1
2u^VbuVa&u21 1

2u^VbuHa&u2 ~17a!

5 1
2@cos2~b2a!1sin2~b2a!# ~17b!

5 1
2. ~17c!

This measurement gives no information about the choice
a. It is also the probability we would find if the signal pho
ton hadnot been measured.

Thus quantum mechanics~in the Copenhagen interpreta
tion! is consistent with relativistic causality. It achieves th
consistency by balancing two improbable claims: the p
ticles influence each other nonlocally, and the randomnes
nature prevents us from sending messages that way. A c
ment by Einstein succinctly captures the oddness of this s
ation. In a 1947 letter to Max Born he objected that quant
mechanics entails ‘‘spooky actions at a distance.’’26

VIII. A LOCAL REALISTIC HIDDEN VARIABLE
THEORY

Einstein believed that a theory could be found to repla
quantum mechanics, one which was complete and conta
only local interactions. Here we describe such a theory
‘‘local realistic hidden variable theory’’~HVT!. The name
will become clear shortly. These were first considered
Bell, although our presentation most closely follows that
Aspect.2,3,14 We emphasize that this theory is not a modi
cation of quantum mechanics~in fact it is closer to classica
mechanics!. Only the predictions of the two theories will b
similar.

In this HVT, each photon has a polarization anglel, but
this polarization does not behave like polarization in qua
tum mechanics. When a photon meets a polarizer set to
angleg, it will always register asVg if l is closer tog than
to g1p/2, that is,

al
906D. Dehlinger and M. W. Mitchell
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PV
(HVT)~g,l!5H 1 ug2lu<p/4

1 ug2lu.3p/4

0, otherwise.

~18!

In each pair, the signal and idler photon have the same
larization ls5l i5l. As successive pairs are produced,l
changes in an unpredictable manner that uniformly cov
the whole range of possible polarizations.

The quantityl is the ‘‘hidden variable,’’ a piece of infor-
mation that is absent from quantum mechanics. HVTs do
have the spooky features of quantum mechanics. The th
is local: measurement outcomes are determined by feat
of objects present at the site of measurement. Any meas
ment on the signal~idler! photon is determined byls anda
(l i and b). The theory is alsorealistic: All measurable
quantities have definite values, independent of our kno
edge of them. Furthermore, the theory specifies all of th
values~for a givenl), so it iscompletein Einstein’s sense o
the word. Finally, there is no requirement thatl be random;
it could be thatl is changing in a deterministic way tha
remains to be discovered.

To compare this theory to quantum mechanics, we nee
prediction for the coincidence probabilityPVV

(HVT)(a,b). A
coincidence occurs whenl is in a range such that botha and
b are close tol. The probability of this coincidence is

PVV
(HVT)~a,b!5

1

pE0

p

PV
(HVT)~a,l!PV

(HVT)~b,l!dl

5
1

2
2

ub2au
p

. ~19!

This function and the corresponding quantum mechan
probability from Eq.~10! are plotted in Fig. 4. The predic
tions are fairly similar. Where they disagree quantum m
chanics predicts stronger correlations~or stronger anticorre-
lations! than the HVT.

Our HVT is very simple, and yet it agrees pretty well wi
quantum mechanics. We might hope that some slight m
fication would bring it into perfect agreement. In 1964 B
showed that this is impossible. He derived an inequality t
all HVTs obey, but which quantum mechanics violates. W
will use a slightly different inequality, one due to Claus
Horne, Shimony, and Holt.27 It is nonetheless called a Be
inequality.

Fig. 4. Predicted polarization correlations for a quantum mechanical
tangled state~solid curve! and a hidden-variable theory~dashed line!.
907 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 9, September 2002
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The Bell inequality constrains the degree of polarizati
correlation under measurements at different polarizer ang
The proof involves two measures of correlation. The first

E~a,b![PVV~a,b!1PHH~a,b!2PVH~a,b!

2PHV~a,b!. ~20!

The measureE(a,b) incorporates all possible measureme
outcomes and varies from11 when the polarizations alway
agree to21 when they always disagree. The second meas
is

S[E~a,b!2E~a,b8!1E~a8,b!1E~a8,b8!, ~21!

wherea, a8, b, b8 are four different polarizer angles.Sdoes
not have a clear physical meaning. Its importance com
from the fact that

uSu<2 ~22!

for any HVT and arbitrarya, a8, b, b8. This is proved in the
Appendix, and was first shown by Clauser, Horne, Shimo
and Holt.27 Quantum mechanics can, for certain settings, v
late this inequality. If we choose the polarizer angles,a
5245°, a850°, b522.5°, andb8522.5° as shown in Fig.
5, then, using Eqs.~10!, ~20!, and~21!, we find

S(QM)52A2. ~23!

This result is specific to the stateucEPR&. Other states give
lower values ofS. It is interesting to note that for thes
angles our simple HVT gives

S(HVT)52. ~24!

The simple HVT mimics quantum mechanics as well as p
sible in light of Eq.~22!.

The Bell inequality shows that no theory which is bo
local and realistic~or complete in the EPR sense! will ever
agree with quantum mechanics. There remains the ques
of whether nature agrees with quantum mechanics or t
Bell inequality. Because we have a source that produces p
tons in the stateucEPR&, or something close to it, we ca
measureS. If we find S.2, we will have violated the Bell
inequality and thus disproved all HVTs. If we findS<2, no
conclusion can be drawn; both quantum mechanics
HVTs are consistent with this result.

IX. BELL INEQUALITY VIOLATION

To find the probabilitiesP that make upE, we need four
values of N, specifically PVV(a,b)5N(a,b)/Ntot ,
PVH(a,b)5N(a,b')/Ntot , PHV(a,b)5N(a' ,b)/Ntot ,

n- Fig. 5. Polarizer angles for maximalS(QM).
907D. Dehlinger and M. W. Mitchell
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and PHH(a,b)5N(a' ,b')/Ntot , where Ntot5N(a,b)
1N(a' ,b)1N(a,b')1N(a' ,b') is the total number of
pairs detected anda' , b' are the polarizer settingsa
190°, b190°. Thus measuringE requires counting coin-
cidences for equal intervals with the polarizers set four d
ferent ways. In measuring the probabilities this way we ma
the assumption that the flux of photon pairs is the same
each interval and does not depend on the polarizer setti
These assumptions are reasonable, but they do create a
hole in our experimental test. A HVT, along with the hypot
esis that the polarizer settings influence the rate of downc
version, could account for any results we observe. Ther
no evidence to support such a hypothesis. Nevertheless
someone convinced of locality and realism, an ad hoc
pothesis of this sort may be more plausible than
alternative.28

A typical set of measurements is shown in Table I. Al
shown is the computed number of accidental coinciden
the average number of times that photons from two differ
downconversion events will arrive, purely by happenstan
within the coincidence intervalt of each other. This back
ground is small, nearly constant, and acts to decreaseuSu. A
finding of uSu.2 thus cannot be an artifact of the acciden
background.

The quantityE(a,b) requires fourN measurements,

E~a,b!5
N~a,b!1N~a' ,b'!2N~a,b'!2N~a' ,b!

N~a,b!1N~a' ,b'!1N~a,b'!1N~a' ,b!
,

~25!

and S[E(a,b)2E(a,b8)1E(a8,b)1E(a8,b8) requires
sixteen.

From these we findS52.307.2. We have violated the
Bell inequality. To be sure of the result, we compute its s
tistical uncertainty. The uncertainty of thei th measuremen
Ni is sNi

5ANi , and the uncertainty of the quantityS is

sS5A(
i 51

16 S sNi

]S

]Ni
D 2

5A(
i 51

16

Ni S ]S

]Ni
D 2

. ~26!

Table I. Singles (NA ,NB) and coincidence (N) detections as a function o
polarizer anglesa,b. The acquisition window wasT515 s, and the irises
were fully open. Also shown are accidental coincidences (Nac

5tNANB /T) assuming a coincidence window oft525 ns.

a b NA NB N Nac

245° 222.5° 84 525 80 356 842 10.0
245° 22.5° 84 607 82 853 212 10.3
245° 67.5° 83 874 82 179 302 10.1
245° 112.5° 83 769 77 720 836 9.5

0° 222.5° 87 015 80 948 891 10.3
0° 22.5° 86 674 83 187 869 10.6
0° 67.5° 87 086 81 846 173 10.5
0° 112.5° 86 745 77 700 261 9.9

45° 222.5° 87 782 80 385 255 10.3
45° 22.5° 87 932 83 265 830 10.7
45° 67.5° 87 794 81 824 814 10.5
45° 112.5° 88 023 77 862 221 10.1
90° 222.5° 88 416 80 941 170 10.5
90° 22.5° 88 285 82 924 259 10.7
90° 67.5° 88 383 81 435 969 10.6
90° 112.5° 88 226 77 805 846 10.1
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This sum contains a very large number of terms and can
evaluated by computer to yieldsS50.035. Hence,

S52.30760.035, ~27!

a violation of the Bell inequality by more than eight standa
deviations. This result conclusively eliminates the HVTs, a
is consistent with quantum mechanics. Figure 6 show
comparison of these data to Eq.~12!.

X. INTERPRETATION

The meaning of a Bell inequality violation is a topic fo
philosophy, not experimental physics. A good starting po
for readings in the philosophy of entanglement is Ref.
Still, we will make a few comments. These should be und
stood as our~perhaps idiosyncratic! interpretation, rather
than any consensus on the part of philosophers or physic

In the HVTs every measurement outcome can be
plained in terms of an underlying reality in which all inte
actions are local. In our example, all possible outcomes
explained by the polarizationsls , l i of the photons, and the
measurement of one does not change the other. In light o
Bell inequality and our experimental findings, this sort
explanation~not just our particular example! is impossible.
We may be able to retain one of our assumptions, realism
locality, but not both. Any realistic explanation must ther
fore include nonlocal interactions, for examplels could
change in response to a measurement performed on the
photon. This explanation seems to be preferred by most
searchers, and an experimental Bell inequality violation
sometimes described as a ‘‘disproof of the principle
locality.’’ 30 Another possibility exists: one could instead giv
up the realism assumption and say that there is no underl
reality to explain the observations, just statistical regularit

Fig. 6. Typical coincidence counts for the Bell inequality test.~a! Open and
closed circles showa50°,90°, respectively.~b! Open and closed circles
showa545°,135°, respectively. Error bars indicate plus or minus one s
dard deviation statistical uncertainty. The curves are a fit to Eq.~12!.
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relating measurement outcomes. If one of the goals of ph
ics is to explain the hidden workings of nature, accepting t
position is profoundly disappointing.

It is interesting to note that a similar dilemma concerns
interpretation of the state vector in quantum mechanics
the Copenhagen interpretation, the state vector of a pa
entangled particles changes instantaneously upon mea
ment. Furthermore, it can change in response to a meas
ment made on either particle, that is, to measurements m
in different places. If the state vector is considered to b
real thing, then state vector collapse is an example of ins
taneous action at a distance. But the state vector could
viewed differently, as nothing more than a calculational d
vice. After all, there is no way to measure the state vec
only probabilities derived from it. As shown in Eq.~17!, the
probability for any single-particle outcome behaves loca
In this view, there is no action at a distance, but there is a
no answer to the question of what really is going on.

XI. CONCLUSION

Using technology within reach of an undergraduate la
ratory, we have created polarization-entangled photon p
We have used these to illustrate the Einstein–Podols
Rosen paradox and quantum nonlocality. The source of
tangled photons uses a violet diode laser and a two-cry
geometry and can be tuned to produce an approximatio
the state ucEPR&[(uV&suV& i1uH&suH& i)/A2. Polarization-
sensitive coincidence measurements clearly show the p
ization correlations of this state, analogous to the positi
momentum correlations discussed by Einstein, Podolsky,
Rosen.1 Using this setup we have shown a Bell inequal
violation of more than eight standard deviations, in cle
contradiction of local realistic hidden variable theories.
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF THE CHSH BELL
INEQUALITY

For any HVT, the distribution of the hidden variablel is
described by a functionr(l), where

r~l!>0, ~A1!

and

E r~l!dl51. ~A2!

The assumptions of locality and realism are embodied
the following: It is assumed that for the signal photon t
outcome of a measurement is determined completely bl
and the measurement anglea. These outcomes are specifie
by the functionA(l,a), which can take on the values11
for detection asVa and21 for detection asHa . Similarly, a
functionB(l,b) describes the outcomes for the idler phot
as 11 for Vb and 21 for Hb . A HVT could specify the
functionsr, A andB.
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The probability of a particular outcome, averaged over
ensemble of photon pairs, is given by an integral. In parti
lar,

PVV~a,b!5E 11A~l,a!

2

11B~l,b!

2
r~l!dl, ~A3a!

PVH~a,b!5E 11A~l,a!

2

12B~l,b!

2
r~l!dl, ~A3b!

PHV~a,b!5E 12A~l,a!

2

11B~l,b!

2
r~l!dl, ~A3c!

PHH~a,b!5E 12A~l,a!

2

12B~l,b!

2
r~l!dl, ~A3d!

are the probabilities of findingVaVb , VaHb , HaVb , and
HaHb , respectively.

It is easy to show thatE, given in Eq.~20!, is

E~a,b!5E A~l,a!B~l,b!r~l!dl. ~A4!

We define the quantitys, which describes the polarizatio
correlation in a single pair of particles:

s[A~l,a!B~l,b!2A~l,a!B~l,b8!1A~l,a8!B~l,b!

1A~l,a8!B~l,b8!

5A~l,a!@B~l,b!2B~l,b8!#

1A~l,a8!@B~l,b!1B~l,b8!#, ~A5!

wherea, a8, b, b8 are four angles as in Eq.~21!. Note that
s can only take on the values62. The average ofs over an
ensemble of pairs is

^s&5E s~l,a,a8,b,b8!r~l!dl

5E~a,b!2E~a,b8!1E~a8,b!1E~a8,b8!

5S~a,a8,b,b8!. ~A6!

Becauses can only take on the values62, its averageSmust
satisfy 22<S<12, which is the Bell inequality given in
Eq. ~22!.
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